Phytotron cultivation of early barley mutants.
The authors have tried to gather data which permit some information on the between and within locus reactions of induced early barley mutants to different photo- and thermoperiods. Eight mutant cases, showing rather drastic earliness in field cultivation and representing three different gene loci, were examined in phytotron experiments according to routine methods of cultivation. One of the mutants, mat-a (8), has been released as an original Swedish barley variety under the name of Svalöf's Mari. In a previous publication (DORMLING et al., 1966) this mutant was compared to its parent variety, Svalöf's Bonus, under 30 different climatic conditions. In the present investigation three photoperiods (24, 16 and 8 hours of artificial light) were combined with three suitable thermoperiods (20-15°, 20-10° and 15-10°C).The results indicate that photoperiodic insensitivity, with regard to ear formation and heading capacity, as well as kernel production, is of rather frequent occurrence in connection with drastically early mutants in barley. Four out of eight induced mutants give a more or less pronounced insensitivity. Three of the four insensitive mutants represent locus a, one belongs to locus b. Of the two c-mutants none was insensitive; both were on the contrary pronounced long-day types.Photo- and thermoperiods interact in various ways. This is especially clear in the c-mutants just mentioned, which have a high generative productivity and efficiency at continuous light and high thermoperiods. They produce no grain but considerable vegetative matter at 8 hours of light, independently of thermoperiod, as well as at 16 hours of light with high temperatures. In fact, mutants of loci a and c differ strikingly with regard to their relations to the climatic conditions applied. The insensitive mutant b (13) is remarkably similar to the mutant a (12), but its resemblance to the sensitive mutants b (7) and b (10) of the same locus is evidenced by its high average internode number.It ought to be pointed out here that the mutants of the three gene loci analysed in this study can be distinguished phenotypically with regard to morphological as well as physiological properties, in the field as well as in phytotron cultivation. The c-mutants are especially characteristic. However, there also seem to be clear differences in reaction between the allelic mutants of a locus. In fact, all eight mutants studied seem to react more or less differently.The insensitive mutant a (8), which has been released into practice, is also widely used in recombination work, and successful segregates have been isolated. The characteristics of a (8), which make the mutant valuable in practice, are also found in phytotron experimentation, specially with regard to earliness, generative efficiency and yield. Also the semidwarf habit and the insensitivity to changes in photo- and thermoperiods readily show up.